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No part of this manual may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 

including photocopying, recording or any information storage and retrieval system, without written permission from 

the author. Toolshop® and Universal Blueprint® are registered trademarks. Unauthorized use of these names or any 

copyrighted text or graphics are prohibited by law. 

 

Throughout this manual, you will see the following abbreviations: 

AG = Action Guide 
Adv = Advisor (Coach)DSP =  Direct Service Provider(s) (Advisors & Group Facilitators) 
GF  = Group Facilitator 
IP  =  Intellectual Property 
JSG =  Jump Start Guide (2018 short book title) 
PT =    Parents Toolshop®  
PTC =  Parents Toolshop® Consulting 
RTLeaders = Relationship Toolshop® Leaders 
RT or RTITI =  Relationship Toolshop® International Training Institute, LLC  
S&P =      Standards and Practices 
TPT = The Parents Toolshop® (Original 2000 book title) 
UB® = Universal Blueprint®  
 

This Standards and Practices Manual and any pre-acceptance orientation resources (i.e. The Leader Inquiry 

resources) provide details about what each training program provides and each party’s responsibilities and deadlines 

during the training process and active certification period.  

This manual is not written in stone. It is constantly being reviewed and updated as people ask questions the 

committee has not before answered or clarified. Rather than individually negotiate each decision, the S&P 

committee decides on a standard uniform policy that would be equitable to all current and future Relationship 

Toolshop® Leaders — while maintaining and protecting the quality assurance guidelines to which the committee has 

a primary commitment.  

At the time of initial application and in their annual reactivation report, Leaders confirm their understanding of and 

commitment to follow all Leader policies described in the most current S&P Manual. Once a tuition payment has 

been made, compliance by both parties (RTITI and the trainee) is expected. Whenever S&P updates are sent to all 

leaders (often with any changes highlighted), those policies go into effect and there is an opportunity for all leaders 

to ask questions and get clarifications of the new policies. Once that opportunity has been provided, whether a leader 

chooses to participate in those discussions, compliance with the then-current polices is expected without additional 

signatures of confirmation or past agreements. 
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TRAINER-OF-TRAINERS CERTIFICATION 

 

From 1992 to 2012, Jody Johnston Pawel, LSW, CFLE (President of Relationship Toolshop® 

International Training Institute, LLC, creator of the Universal Blueprint® Relationship Success Formula, 

author of The Parents Toolshop® book/programs/curricula, and co-author of other niche-specific 

Toolshop® programs/resources) personally trained each and every Toolshop® DSP Leader. 

As the curriculum became known worldwide, others wanted to teach it in their communities, or certify 

their staff to teach it. Now that there are niche-specific Toolshop® Experts, who will be developing 

training curriculum, they also will want to certify others to coach or teach their direct service programs. 

To enable this growth — and secure the Experts’ and Relationship Toolshop® longevity for future 

generations — the S&P Committee drafted a process for others to certify DSP Leaders. As always, 

maintaining the quality and integrity of the program was their foremost goal. 

A Trainer-of-Trainers is authorized to certify DSP Leaders (Advisors and GFs) in a particular niche-

specific Toolshop® Expert’s Leader Team, using the DSP Leader Certification Programs the Expert has 

developed. In order to do this, there must be a training program to train others in how to conduct the DSP 

certification programs. 

Being a Certified Trainer-of-Trainers is the highest level of achievement for certified GFs, because it is 

reserved for only the most qualified and skilled, the “cream of the crop.” 

Here are the steps Experts will 

take to reach the T-O-T 

Leader certification level: 

1.  Experts will first co-create 

(with Jody Johnston Pawel) a 

niche-specific Toolshop® core 

UB® curriculum to use to train 

their clients in learning, using 

and applying the UB® AND 

Toolshop® concepts and tools to 

the special relationship issues 

they encounter. They will 

initially present these training 

programs themselves, tweaking 

and “perfecting” the curriculum. 

2.  When Experts are ready to 

start certifying other DSPs, to 

build their own Leader Team, 

and to scale their business to 

reach/serve more people, they 
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will co-create (with Jody Johnston Pawel) niche-specific Toolshop® DSP Leader certification training 

programs (Advisor and GF). In order to conduct GF cert training programs, they will need to receive T-O-

T certification from Jody Johnston Pawel. 

(Refer to flowchart from Part VI: Expert Certification section, page 5. T-O-T training is Step 5. See red arrow in the same image 

on page 4 of this section) 

 

 

3.  As the niche-specific Toolshop® Expert’s Leader team grows, being the only person able to certify 

DSPs for their team could become taxing. By then, the “cream” of their “crop” will rise to the top. 

If/when the Expert wants one or more of their certified GFs to be able to assist in certifying other 

incoming GFs to 

their team, the 

Expert will co-

create (with Jody 

Johnston Pawel) a 

niche-specific T-

O-T certification 

program. 

(Refer to flowchart 

from earlier in Part 

III: DSP Certification 

section, page 8. 

Training other 

trainers is indicated 

by the red arrow in 

the image to the left.) 

As a result, the T-

O-T certification 

program will be 

the final training 

program Experts 

develop, to 

expand their 

business and ensure all the programs and services they develop have a legacy plan in place and delivery 

of their services can continue on regardless of their Leader status. 

 

(See S&P Manual, Part VI: Expert Certification section, for more information about Legacy Plans.) 
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TRAINER-OF-TRAINERS CERTIFICATION PRE-REQUISITES 

Regardless of whether the potential Trainer-of-Trainers is an RT niche-specific Expert or a Group 

Facilitator on that Expert’s DSP Leader team, the following standards, practices and requirements must be 

met to grant certification to new RTLeaders: 

Before there can be a Trainer-of Trainer program for any Toolshop® curriculum, there must be: 

● A core Toolshop® curriculum (what’s taught to the clients, such as T.I.P.S. or F.I.R.S.T.).* 

● A Direct Service Provider (Advisor/GF) certification process.* 

● Outcome-based measurement tools to evaluate participant skill improvement and Leader 

performance.* 

● Evidence, from those tools, showing both training programs (items 1 & 2 of this list) are 

effective. 

●  The outcome results for that program must consistently achieve the standard 

target scores on participants’ pre-post skill assessments (6.0+ or 2.5 pot. Improvement). 

(* Experts, remember you will have all these programs provided for you, to re-purpose for your niche.) 

 

Before you can become a Trainer-of Trainers for a particular curriculum, you must meet these criteria: 

● Be a Certified Toolshop® Group Facilitator (Leaders who have only completed Advisor training 

are ineligible). 

● Show outcome-based evidence you are an effective trainer who has reached a certain proficiency. 

● Have sufficient experience as a Toolshop® Group Facilitator pre-certification liaison (in any 

Toolshop® GF certification program). 

 

 

 

TRAINER-OF-TRAINERS CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

Experts must meet these criteria before recruiting and training Direct Service Providers for their Leader 

Team. Then, when Experts want to certify GFs on their team to be T-O-Ts, their T-O-T curriculum and 

candidates must meet the same standards. Unless stated otherwise below, both Experts and GF T-O-T 

curriculum and candidates will follow the same standards and practices. 

 

T-O-T ELIGIBILITY: (Pre-requisites) 

Certification: Certified Team or Independent Group Facilitator Consultant (not Agency DSP) 

Professional Experience: 5+ years’ experience in the field of that target niche — directly serving clients 

around that relationship or issue. 

Relationship Toolshop® Experience: 
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● Must be an active certified GF who has taught Toolshop® full-length classes for at least two years. 

● Have taught a minimum of 8 full-length classes of the niche-specific Toolshop® curriculum for which 

you’d be training GF trainers. 

Effective Teaching Record: 

● Has had a minimum of 100 participants successfully complete (Graduate from) the full-length 

Toolshop® class they are certified to teach (or that Experts have co-created.) 

● Graduates’ average post skill assessment score is 6+ and average improvement (pre/post) is 2 

points. 

Knowledge of Relationship Toolshop® certification practices: 

● Experts serve as a Leader Certification Liaison for other existing Toolshop® curricula that are 

most closely related to their niche, until their DSP certification training is created. (Will have 

processed a minimum of 5 GF certification trainees’ paperwork and participated in or observed 2 

GF certification training programs before qualifying to become a T-O-T.) 

● Non-Experts serve as a pre-certification AND Leader certification liaison for their chosen niche-

specific Toolshop® DSP certification program for at least 1 year (each). 

 

T-O-T APPLICATION: 

Eligibility: All T-O-T candidates will have completed Toolshop® Group Facilitator certification 

and T-O-T eligibility requirements prior to taking this step. 

Submit updated Leader application for S&P Committee review and approval 

● Trainer-of-Trainer applicants will have their applications reviewed and approved by the S&P 

committee. 

● Application indicates Trainer-Of-Trainer candidate has read and intimately knows the S&P 

manual and agrees to follow/uphold RTITI standards/policies when certifying other Toolshop® 

Leaders. 

Submit Professional Portfolio. This portfolio will be a resume or summary that includes of the 

following: 

● Professional experience/training, 

● Academic/educational experience/training, 

● Documented experiences working with target market, 

● Documented experience teaching similar programs (not necessarily Toolshop®), 

● Related community service (volunteer work), 

● Evaluation summaries from Toolshop® classes taught. 

 

Letters of Recommendation: 

● 1 letter of recommendation from the RT Expert who authored/co-authored the curriculum for 

which the T-O-T will be certifying Leaders. (Experts get their letter from Jody Johnston Pawel, 

LSW, CFLE, the Leader Coordinator, or a fellow RT Expert.) 

● Get 3 letters of recommendation from past students (or 10 comments/testimonials from evaluation 

forms) of the program you’ll be certifying Leaders to teach. 
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● Get 1 letter of recommendation from a community-based (non-Toolshop® professional in that 

relationship niche). 

● Get 1 letter of recommendation from another RT Leader, other than the RT Expert whose 

curriculum you’ll be training. (If the first letter was from an Expert, this letter must be from a 

different RT Leader.) 

Complete a T-O-T application: 

For Experts to become a T-O-T, they submit an essay with the information listed below. 

When RT Experts are ready to co-create their niche-specific T-O-T certification program, they develop a 

T-O-T application that includes the following: 

● Who do you plan to train/certify? (Where will these DSP candidates come from? On-line? Your 

community? An existing Expert’s leads? etc.) 

● How will you deliver the DSP certification training (i.e. live, on-line, both)? 

● How might your DSP or T-O-T training differ from the one you attended to become certified? 

● A checklist of eligibility requirements. 

● How do Toolshop® philosophy/practices “fit” your personal/professional beliefs? 

● How would you handle prospective GFs whose beliefs conflict with Toolshop®’s? 

● How have you applied Toolshop® philosophy/practices in your relationships? (i.e., within the target 

niche and other relationships.) 

 

T-O-T SCREENING: 

S&P committee reviews application  

● Experts interview with Jody Johnston Pawel or the Leader Coordinator and the S&P Committee. 

● Non-Expert GFs interview with sponsoring/recommending Expert and at least one member of the 

S&P committee. (Interviews should be face-to-face and can be by video Skype or webinar with 

video webcams.) 

 

T-O-T TRAINING: 

Fee: Due to the development of an additional T-O-T training program and the extra personalized 

support and RTITI/S&P support needed, RTITI or co-authoring  Expert who develop their T-O-T 

program can decide if their program will be included in the tuition for the DSP training package 

or not. 

Read T-O-T Manual:  

● To become a T-O-T, both Experts and Non-Experts will read an existing T-O-T training manual. 

● Experts who want to create a T-O-T certification training will re-purpose that manual for their 

training. 

● All T-O-T manuals will provide information about the following training content. (See below.) 

 

Attend a Trainer-of-Trainers training: 

(Note to Experts: As with all Toolshop® leader programs, there will be a core T-O-T certification training 

Experts attend and can then re-purpose to develop their T-O-T program.) 
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T-O-T Certification Training Content will include at least the following: 

● How to conduct the various Direct Service Provider certification training programs. 
● What to look for at each step of pre-certification and certification 
● How to process paperwork at each step 

● S&P rules/standards 
● Criteria for screening & selecting Leader candidates 

● Research-based theories and practices for that relationship niche 
● Culture and diversity issues 

● Learning styles 
● Group dynamics 

Note: while the GF training addresses most of these from the standpoint of teaching Toolshop® 

programs to the target population, T-O-T training focuses on training professionals who will become 

DSP Leaders who then teach the target population. 

Complete T-O-T skill assessment 

The assessment tools assess the following skills: 

● How would the DSP handle applicants’ criticisms or conflicts regarding Toolshop® philosophies? 

● A video of the T-O-T applicant teaching their target population the Toolshop® program they want 

to train others to teach. (They will be assessed on how they relate to participants of diverse 

backgrounds, incorporate humor, make their classes and training interesting, etc.) 

● Examples of GF trainee scenarios that the trainee would need to use the DSP skills to respond 

effectively. 

Sign T-O-T agreement 

This shall include agreements that the T-O-T candidate will: 

● Uphold all S&P policies and teach them to the Leaders they train. 

● Uphold the T-O-T Code of Ethics (see below) 

● Establish and maintain standards for using the Expert’s co-branded Toolshop® leader materials 

and resources. 

● Use S&P standard screening/scoring guidelines for DSP applicants. 

● Process all RT Leader certification paperwork for that Leader certification training program. 

● Submit completed paperwork to RTITI for Leaders they are certifying. 

● Process all Leader certification payments through RTITI. 

Probation:  

● Conduct first GF certification training. 

● Submit “Trainer-of-Trainers Probationary Report” that includes: 

● Average GF applicants’ leader skill assessment scores are at least 9 points 

● Essay questions about the experience: 
● How well did people seem to understand? 

● What problems did the T-O-T encounter? 
● How did the practice presentations go? 

● Participant evaluations of T-O-T’s first certification training --- regarding T-O-T’s 

effectiveness, knowledge and skill. Maintaining Active Status. Their annual report will 

include outcome results for these DSP (Advisor/GF) certification programs, too. 
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PRICING & COMPENSATION: 

Leader Certification (T-O-T) Pricing: Since training trainers to train other trainers is the highest level of 

skill for a trainer to develop, and it requires direct supervision by the RT Expert who co-authored the 

curricula, it would be reasonable to have this T-O-T certification be priced as an optional add-on. Experts 

are encouraged to price their T-O-T certification training based on research of the market value of similar 

programs within their niche and other considerations. (There probably will be few, if any, programs that 

offer as much as the RT DSP certification program.) 

Compensation from Fee Splits: From the Leader certification fees received, fee splits are determined as 

follows: 

1. First, who created (or co-created) the DSP certification programs (T-O-T) being used? 

Example: A T-O-T for Parents Toolshop® or an Expert who leverages (uses) the original Parents 

Toolshop® Advisor and GF certification training programs could each conduct Parents 

Toolshop® DSP certification training programs. The Niche-specific Expert would add in verbal or 

written niche-specific suggestions, because he/she doesn’t have his/her own niche-specific DSP 

certification training program yet. (This will be the basis of their future leader training programs.) 

Parents Toolshop® would normally receive 100% of the fee splits from these training programs, 

because Jody is the sole author of the training program and personally trains the attendees. 

1. Then, who is conducting/presenting the certification training? This person should receive 

compensation from the DSP certification training fee, too, for assisting in the training of the DSP 

applicants. RTITI’s standard is a 25% split. 

Example: In the example above, since a T-O-T is doing the training (the GF T-O-T or Expert T-

O-T), not Jody Johnston Pawel: 

a. Parents Toolshop will instead get 75% of the training fee. 

b. The T-O-T (GF or Expert) providing/conducting the training receives 25% of the training 

fee. 

2. Who gets the 25% fee split rate for niche-specific Toolshop® DSP training programs is 

determined by which curriculum they are teaching. 

When Experts are ready to build a Leader Team of Advisors and GFs for their niche-specific 

services, they co-create their Toolshop® DSP certification training by repurposing an existing PT 

or RT Advisor or GF curriculum, blending in niche-specific information from their area of 

expertise. As co-authors, RTITI and the Expert will receive a 50/50 split of the Leader 

certification fees that are paid by that Expert’s incoming Leader candidates. Who teaches that 

niche-specific curriculum is then the final factor to consider. 

Examples: 

a. If the Expert conducts the leader certification training programs, using their niche-

specific DSP curriculum, their normal fee split for leaders taking that training would 

be 50/50 (between co-authors). 

b. If the Expert chooses to develop a T-O-T certification program, so their GFs can 

become certified T-O-Ts for their niche-specific programs, and one of the certified 
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niche-specific Toolshop® T-O-Ts conduct the leader trainings, the fee split is as 

follows: 

i. 50% to RTITI for the UB®/Toolshop® part of the leader training content 

ii. 50% to the Expert who co-created the niche-specific curriculum content. 

1. From that Expert’s fee split, he/she pays 25% to the T-O-T who 

delivers the niche-specific curriculum. 

While at first glance, it may seem that an Expert wouldn’t want to develop a T-O-T training because 

he/she would get a smaller fee, having a T-O-T makes the Expert’s “take home” fee split passive 

income. The T-O-T curriculum authors receive their respective cuts from co-creating the leader 

certification training program that’s being used and the certified T-O-T receives compensation for 

doing the certification training tasks: 

● Each T-O-T is to provide ongoing correspondence, support, monitoring, etc. with the Advisors 

and GFs in their niche-specific DSP Leader Network. 

● The Expert T-O-T or GF T-O-T they have trained and certified will provide supervision/support 

to the DSP Leaders in that Toolshop® Leader team. 

While this proposed fee split is a standard we encourage Experts to start with, they can set the T-O-T fee 

splits differently, from their 50% split. Ultimately, whatever the T-O-T fee split is, it will be agreed upon 

between the Expert co-author(s) and RTITI (President, with the S&P committee’s approval). 

 

TRAINER-OF-TRAINER’S CODE OF ETHICS 

A Code of Ethics will be incorporated into the T-O-T application. It must include at least the following 

commitments (and any others the Expert deems appropriate for their programs): 

I agree . . . 

● To provide comprehensive training to each Leader certification participant I serve and meet the 

content and quality standards that RTITI sets forth for Leader trainees to receive. 

● To individually assess each potential Leader’s skills and recommend resources and/or advice for 

enhancing their skills in areas of deficiency so they will be worthy representatives of RTITI and 

the Toolshop® name. 

● To use resources that RTITI produces, recommends or approves, so there is consistency in 

service delivery. I agree not to reproduce or share (photocopy or otherwise) the Leader training 

manuals with anyone other than the participants who are in the Leader certification program I 

teach. 

● To only grant Leader certification to participants who actively participate in and successfully 

complete the entire Toolshop® Leader instructor certification process and meet the stated 

graduation requirements. 

● To be an ethical, responsible, professional representative of RTITI and the Toolshop® brand 

name. I have read and agree to both follow and teach the standards and practices outlined in the 

Leader training manual (which I will provide for participants at the certification training) and 

the current RTITI Standards & Practices Manual. 
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● I understand my T-O-T certification can be revoked if I violate this agreement or violate policies 

set forth in the current S&P manual, major Toolshop® principles or effective group leadership 

practices. 

------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

This Standards and Practices Manual provides the most detailed information about the various forms of 

Relationship Toolshop® instructor certification. Publicity materials and application packets may only offer 

summaries, for reader-friendly information to assist in deciding to get more information about this unique 

career-building opportunity. 

To continue reading the Standards & Practices Manual, go to: http://relationshiptoolshop.com/leader-

training/applicant-info/leader-applicant-information/ and click the link for other sections: 

Part I: Introduction 
Part II: Content Contributor (Non-Leader Opportunity) 
Part III: DSP Universal Policies (Direct Service Providers)  
Part IV: Advisors 

Part V: Group Facilitators  

A. Group Facilitators: Private Consultant providing training programs to the Public 
B. Group Facilitators: Employees of Non Profit Organizations providing Toolshop® training programs 

to their own clients  
C. Speaker Bureau Policies 
D. Trainer-Of-Trainer Certification Process 

Part VI: Certified Relationship Toolshop® Expert 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jody Pawel, the author of The Parents Toolshop® and founder/President of Relationship Toolshop® 

International Training Institute, and the Standards & Practices Committee hope this manual has answered 

any questions you have about being a Relationship Toolshop® Leader. If you have any further questions 

or concerns, feel free to contact the Standards & Practices Committee at 

S&Pcommittee@RelationshiopToolshop.com or (937) 748-4541. 
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Ambris 


